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FIGHTER OFFENSIVE CONTINUES

Cloud covered skies and rain over the Channel made Fighter Command’s

offensive operations this afternoon more difficult, hut it did not stop
them.

In two further sweep's, one over Le Havre and the other behind Cap
Gris Nez this afternoon, Spitfires were in combat with F.W.190s and Me.

109s, but because one fight led to another our pilots were unable to

waste any time watching their victims go down.

From Le Havre, for example, the Spitfires returned claiming only

two damaged. Yet one of these, a F.W.190 attacked by a Canadian

pilot officer, was seen to
go down after a flash of flame from the

engine had enveloped the cockpit. The Canadian could not wait to see it

crash.

Another F.W.190 damaged on this sweep was hit by cannon-shells in

the wing root and went down from 4,ooo feet giving out clouds of black

smoke.

On the Gris Nez operation a Spitfire pilot flow to within twenty-
five yards of a F.W. 190.

"He was pumping lead into it all the time", said a member of his

squadron, "but when he got to such close range he had to break off,

because a Hun was shooting at him. So he can only claim a ’damaged’".

Another of our pilots saw a F.W.190 get on to the tail of one of

our aircraft and another Spitfire probably shot the Hun down. The hood

of the F.W.'s cockpit was shot off and he went down in a vertical dive.

n
I think the pilot had been killed, but we cannot claim it

destroyed officially because it was another of those whose end was not

actually seen."

This evening strong formations of Spitfires escorted Bostons and

Hurricane bombers across the Channel,


